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We performed the studies of optical, photoelectric, and transport properties of a hydrothermal bulk
n-type ZnO crystal by using the contactless optical techniques: photoluminescence, light-induced
transient grating, and differential reflectivity. Optical studies revealed bound exciton and defectrelated transitions between the donor states (at 60 meV and 240 meV below the conduction
band) and the deep acceptor states (at 0.52 eV above the valence band). The acceptor state was
ascribed to VZn, and its thermal activation energy of 0.43 eV was determined. A low value of carrier diffusion coefficient (0.1 cm2/s) at low excitations and temperatures up to 800 K was attributed to impact the recharged deep acceptors. Electron and hole mobilities of 140 and 80 cm2/Vs,
correspondently, were determined at room temperature. The decrease of carrier lifetime with excitation was ascribed to increasing rate of radiative recombination at low temperatures and nonradiaC 2016 AIP Publishing LLC.
tive recombination above the room temperature. V
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4945016]

I. INTRODUCTION

ZnO has attracted quite much attention due to its unique
optical, electrical, piezoelectric, magnetic properties.1 Low
cost of ZnO and its high exciton binding energy of
EB ¼ 60 meV makes it a promising material for UV optoelectronics2–4 and other applications.5–8 Bulk ZnO crystals can
be grown with a variety of techniques, including hydrothermal (HT) growth,9 vapor-phase transport,10 and pressurized
melt growth.11 Among them, the HT method is the most suitable for the growth of large-size crystals with high crystalline
quality at relatively low temperatures and cost.1 However,
non-controllable impurities, such as Li and K, which are present in the solvent, usually have strong impact on the electrical
and optical properties. For example, Li on a Zn site is a deep
acceptor that compensates the n-type conductivity caused by
other intrinsic impurities; therefore, HT ZnO bulk crystals
are highly resistive (up to 380 X cm).12 Also native defects
such as Zn interstitials and vacancies13 are abundant and
strongly impact photoluminescence (PL) emission.
In this work, we report on optical and photo-electrical
properties of the HT-grown ZnO bulk crystal. We applied
complementary optical techniques of photoluminescence,
differential reflectivity (DR), and light-induced transient grating (LITG) for investigation of carrier dynamics and determination of key photoelectrical and electrical parameters of
bulk ZnO. The studies revealed strong impact of compensating

defects, resulting in low carrier diffusion coefficient as well as
deep defect governed, temperature- and excitation-dependent
carrier lifetime. Radiative recombination rate at low temperatures provided radiative recombination coefficient.
II. SAMPLE AND EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

Commercial ZnO single crystal was purchased from
Crystal Base Co. Ltd.14 The size of the double-side polished
crystal is 10.0  10.0  0.5 mm. The sample was grown by
hydrothermal method in high pressure autoclaves by means
of direct temperature drop in aqueous solutions of KOH and
LiOH. High concentration of residual Li atoms in the range
from 1  1017 to 5  1017 cm3 (Ref. 15) and 5 ppm of Mg
are typical values for this growth technology.15 However, it
must be noted that not all impurities would lead to the same
electrically active defect levels as in ZnO different impurities have by order of magnitude different doping efficiencies.16 The Li impurities can create shallow acceptor states
at 120 meV (Ref. 17) or 150 meV (Refs. 18 and 19) above
EV, while Mg is an isovalent impurity (thus electrically inactive). The 120–150 meV acceptors are probably Li complexes,20 as it is known that Li acceptors are much deeper:
hybrid functional calculations21,22 provide activation energy
of 0.8 eV for substitutional LiZn. Experimental values are
rather close: 0.86 eV.23
A. Sample electrical properties
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Electrical parameters of the sample were determined
using Ecopia Hall Effect Measurement System 5300. Four titanium contacts were deposited by DC magnetron sputtering
in the corners of the square ZnO sample. A metallic titanium
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target was sputtered in an ambient of argon in a working
pressure of 0.75 Pa. Four-probe conductivity measurements
(Van der Pauw method) provided 17.1 X cm resistivity, residual electron concentration, n0 ¼ 2.6  1015 cm3, and mobility le ¼ 140 cm2/V s at 300 K. Hall electron mobility
value in the studied sample is lower than that for a weakly
compensated ZnO, 220 cm2/V s,24 due to the ionized impurity scattering.
Measurements in 180–330 K temperature range provided electron concentration and Hall mobility temperature
dependences (Fig. 1). The measured electron mobility le in
our case can be described by 1/le ¼ 1/llatt þ 1/lII equation,
where llatt and lII are the lattice and the ionised impurity
scattering mobilities, respectively. The llatt dependence is
known as 235  (T[K]/300 K)1.9 cm2/V s.10 Fitting of the
mobility dependence in the studied temperature range provided lII ¼ 314  (T[K]/300 K)3/2 cm2/V s relationship.25
Using equations of ionised impurity scattering mobility25
and ZnO parameters,26 we evaluated acceptor density as
NA  1.0  1019 cm3. Modeling of the n(T) dependence by
equations from Ref. 10 provided the donor activation energies of 6 and 244 meV and concentrations of
1.00  1019 cm3 and 3.45  1017 cm3, respectively. The fitting of n0(T) directly by exponential function exp(Ea/kT)
(see Fig. 1) provided effective thermal activation energy of
110 meV.
B. Optical characterisation techniques

PL technique was used to measure emission spectra in
wide temperature range (8–300 K) and identify the defect
related features. Time-resolved pump-probe optical techniques of DR27 and LITG28 provided carrier lifetime, diffusion
coefficient, and their dependences on temperature and excess
carrier density. DR was used to monitor carrier density closer
to the surface than LITG.
For PL measurements in backward configuration, we
used 5 ns duration laser pulses at 263 nm. The excitation
spot was 1 mm2. The PL signal was analyzed using a
monochromator and detected by a CCD camera in accumulation mode. Spectral resolution was 10 meV. The sample
temperature was changed by placing the sample in a
closed-cycle He cryostat. Excitation fluence was equal to
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0.25 mJ/cm2 (P0 ¼ 50 kW/cm2 peak power density). The
excited carrier density of about 1018 cm3 was estimated from
the relationship DN  P0aex=2h ex  s, taking the measured
excess carrier lifetime of s  200 ps (will be given below).
DR and LITG measurements were performed by using
15 ps duration laser pulses at 355 nm wavelength
(h ex ¼ 3.49 eV). For measurements in the 80–800 K temperature range, a liquid nitrogen cryostat was used. The excitation fluence varied from I0  0.01 mJ/cm2 to I0  5 mJ/cm2,
which generated the excess carrier (electron and hole) density
DN0 ¼ aexI0=h ex from 1018 cm3 up to 5  1020 cm3 at
the excited surface (using the absorption coefficient value
aex  1.4  105 cm1 (Ref. 29) at 355 nm). The photoexcited
carriers were exponentially distributed within a layer of thickness dex ¼ 1/aex  70 nm. An optically delayed (up to 4 ns)
probe beam at kp ¼ 1064 nm wavelength (h pr ¼ 1.17 eV)
was used to monitor the fast kinetics of induced DR and
LITG decays.
Equation (1) provides the relationships between the
measured DR and LITG signal values and excess carrier density DN. Change of sample reflectivity and its decay DR(t)
after photoexcitation provided carrier lifetime in the vicinity
of the surface (within the depth dobs  kp/4pnp ¼ 43 nm,
which is known as an effective probing depth for the
reflected probe beam27) according to Eq. (1a), where
np ¼ 1.94 is the refractive index for ZnO at the probe wavelength and xp is the probe frequency. Drude formalism
allows to calculate the refractive index change by one
electron-hole pair, neh, according to the relation (b),30 using
electron-hole mass meh* (me* and mh* are the electron and
hole effective masses, respectively; e0 is the dielectric
constant)
R0  RðtÞ
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FIG. 1. Temperature dependences of electron concentration and mobility;
solid lines show numerical fits, while dashed line is an exponential fit.

(1a)

(1c)

In the LITG measurements, the interference pattern of
two pump beams produces the spatially modulated excess
carrier density DN(x, z) ¼ DN0(1 þ cos(2px/K))  exp(az),
which acts as a transient diffraction grating (here K is the
grating period). By monitoring decay of the grating diffraction efficiency DE(t) of the probe beam (see Eq. (1c), here
Idiff is the diffracted and IT is the transmitted probe beam intensity), we obtain the grating decay time sG, as DE 1
exp(2 t/sG). The LITG is erased due to the recombination
of excess carriers (with time sR) and their diffusion according to the relationship (sG)1 ¼ (sR)1 þ (sD)1, which
allows to extract the diffusion coefficient D from the diffusive grating decay time sD ¼ K2/4p2D. Average in-depth carrier density is described by DN ¼ DN0/2 relationship.31
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. PL spectra temperature dependences

The PL spectra of the studied sample are shown in Fig.
2. The spectra revealed features typical for bulk, hydrothermally grown ZnO, namely, the broad band centered
at 2.1 eV, being related to deep-level emission (DLE),
including donor–acceptor pair (DAP) transitions (Fig.
2(a)).32,33 In the low temperature (T < 150 K) near bandedge emission spectra (Fig. 2(b)), the observed 3.354 eV
peak could be attributed to donor bound exciton (3.357 eV
(Ref. 24)) and/or acceptor bound exciton (3.35 eV (Ref. 17))
emission. Exciton binding energy to shallow acceptor (tentatively Li complex) is Ebound  12 meV (Ref. 17) (for the
determined 240 meV donor it will be Eeb  0.1Eimp according to Haynes rule;17 i.e., very close spectrally). The 3.27 eV
line (see Fig. 2(b)) was attributed to other shallow donorshallow acceptor DAP line. That shallow donor activation
energy of 30–60 meV was determined by Eq. (2), taking
into account 120–150 meV shallow acceptor ionisation
energy.17,19 The very shallow donors (30–50 meV) typically
are attributed to Zni or VO defects.32 The deeper 240 meV
donor from Hall measurements can be related to OZn
defects.34 At higher temperatures (T > 150 K), the free exciton LO transitions became dominant in UV range.35
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The near band-edge emission (NBE) efficiency temperature dependence was fitted (Fig. 3) using a fit with free and
bound exciton components. The fit equation is
NBE(T) ¼ a1fex(1  fbound) þ a2fexfbound,36 where a1 ¼ 126
and a2 ¼ 13 are constants and fex ¼ 1/(1 þ 70  exp(Eex/
kT)) is the exciton formation factor, where Eex ¼ 60 meV
(Ref. 36) is the exciton binding energy and fbound ¼ 1/
(1 þ 28  exp(Ebound/kT)) is the exciton binding factor
(Ebound ¼ 12 meV was used). Assuming that at low temperatures the total radiative PL efficiency is close to unity (Fig.
3), the NBE emission efficiency at low T is only 10%,
while at RT it drops even to 0.2%. The 60 meV shallow
donor-shallow acceptor DAP line and bound exciton peak
amplitudes decreased with temperature with similar rate (see
Fig. 2(b)), indicating for small shallow donor thermal ionization energy (12 meV). Latter value is close to that from
electrical measurements, 6 meV. The thermal donor ionisation energy could be lower than that from PL measurements
(30–60 meV) due to impurity band formation37 as
Ea ¼ Ea0  const  (ND)1/3, where Nd is the donor
concentration.
The zero phonon line (ZPL) for DAP transition can be
calculated as33
EDAP ðZPLÞ ¼ Eg  ðEA þ ED Þ;

(2)

where Eg is the ZnO band-gap (Eg ¼ 3.437 eV at 8 K and
3.37 eV at RT17,35). EA and ED are acceptor and donor activation energies. For DLE transition, only one impurity
would be used in Eq. (2), providing rather the same PL band
shape.33 In Fig. 2(a), the ZPL positions were found from fitting of the PL bands (dashed lines), using Poisson distribuwith
spectral
intensity
tion
function32
E(ZPL  nÉxv)  exp(S)Sn/n! We used Huang-Rhys factor
S ¼ 8.5 and Éxv ¼ 80 meV distance between the deep impurity vibrational levels, which are numbered by n. Note that

FIG. 2. Evolution of PL spectra in the 8–300 K range in 1.6–3.5 eV VIS
interval (a) and in the near band-edge region (b) (part of the (a) spectra).
Dashed arrows indicate the ZPL line positions, while dashed lines show ZPL
spectra fits, see details in the text.

FIG. 3. Evolution of PL efficiency in the visible (VIS) and in ultraviolet
(UV) regions. Fits of activated reduction of PL in VIS interval is provided
by defect activation fit (DEF), while UV emission was fitted by near band
edge emission function (NBE). The latter is composed of bound exciton
(BE) and free exciton (FE) emission components. The inset shows a scheme
of proposed transitions with corresponding ZPL energies (at 8 K).
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the ZPL line intensity is calculated to be 700 times weaker
than the DAP band peak PL intensity; thus, ZPL position
could not be very precisely determined.
In Fig. 2(a), the broad DLE feature in 8–50 K range
approximately provided zero phonon line position at
2.86 6 0.05 eV, while with the increase of temperature
(above 100 K), it shifted to lower energy of 2.68 6 0.05 eV
and became slightly narrower. This indicated that at the lowest temperatures, two recombination processes occur, while
at higher temperatures, only one should be dominant. At
T < 100 K, the calculated 2.86 eV DAP ZPL position corresponds probably to shallow donor (60 meV) to deep
acceptor (with 0.52 6 0.05 eV energy) recombination process. The deep acceptor is probably Zn vacancy.1,38 The
determined ZPL value well coincides with the zero phonon
line 2.859 eV for a ZnO “green” band.39 In the 8–100 K
range, the shallower donor (ZPL at 2.86 eV) is emptied (see
the DLE high energy wing reduction, Fig. 2(a)) providing
180 6 50 meV ZPL redshift and then recombination tentatively prevails through deeper 240 meV donor to 0.52 eV
acceptor (2.68 eV ZPL, “yellow band”). The redshift value
also indicates that shallow donor should be at 60 meV
below CB, as if the donor was shallower, the obtained deeper
donor energy would differ more from the value from electrical measurements (244 meV). Close to room temperature,
the fitted DLE spectra are narrower than the experimental
ones, as in the higher energy wing the transitions between
conduction band and deep acceptor become more evident
(2.4–2.7 eV range). This occurs due to donor ionisation. The
inset in Fig. 3 shows the scheme of all proposed transitions
with corresponding emitted photon energies.
The temperature dependence of PL peak intensity in the
visible (VIS) region is provided in Fig. 3. Shallow donor ionization is followed by slight decrease of integral PL intensity
above 50 K (see high energy wing in Fig. 2(a)). The thermal
activation energy for the deeper donor-deep acceptor DAP
band at T > 100 K was derived using DEF(T) ¼ Adef/
(1 þ Cdef  exp(ED/kT)) relation,17 where Adef ¼ 630 is the
low temperature DAP amplitude, Cdef ¼ 9.45  108 is a fitting parameter, while the determined thermal activation
energy of ED ¼ 430 meV should correspond to the 0.52 eV
deep acceptor. The 90 meV lower thermal deep acceptor
activation energy with respect to the optical one (determined
from ZPL position) also indicates for impurity band formation (Ea ¼ Ea0  const  (NA)1/3) due to high acceptor concentration. Using evaluated  1  1019 cm3 acceptor
concentration, we obtain factor a ¼ 4  108 cm  eV, which
is typical for wide-bandgap semiconductors at high doping
densities (for example, in SiC a ¼ 2.32  108 cm  eV for
Al (0.26 eV)40 and in diamond a ¼ 6.7  108 cm  eV for
boron (0.37 eV)41).
Decay of the broad DAP PL band at 300 K was found
very slow (few microseconds), confirming its attribution to
deep defects, while the near-band-edge emission decay was
very fast (hundreds of picoseconds); latter TRPL decays
will be provided elsewhere. To conclude, we clarified the
defects present in ZnO and now can transfer to the investigation of their impact on excitation dependent DR and LITG
decays in Section III B, i.e., on carrier dynamics.
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B. Excitation dependent LITG and DR decays

The grating decay time sG for various grating periods
(K ¼ 0.95, 1.95, 7.8 lm) was measured and used for the
determination of the carrier lifetime sR and diffusion coefficient D. In Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), we present kinetics of grating
decay at various injection levels for two different temperatures. It was observed that a fast decay component emerges
with excitation increase and points out to decreasing with excitation carrier lifetime.
Lifetime measurements by differential reflectivity are
shown in Fig. 4(b). Dashed curves in Fig. 4(b) correspond to
LITG carrier density decay at the same excitations as in DR
case. The LITG decays are slower as monitor an average carrier density, while the DR decay reveals the processes only
nearby the surface (DR probes only 43 nm depth, while the
LITG signal 83 nm, i.e., two times larger). Therefore, the
observed DR lifetime is 1.4 times shorter as probes twice
higher carrier density (note sR  DN0.45). Decay times in
the DR and LITG kinetics tails are similar as both reveal the
low-injection carrier lifetime.
The measured absolute value of DE at RT (2  104 at
0.2 mJ/cm2) allowed the estimation of refractive index
change per one electron-hole pair neh ¼ (2.0 6 0.5)  1021
cm3 (according to Eq. (1c)). The latter value coincides with
the calculated one, neh ¼ 2.0  1021 cm3, taking ZnO
electron mass me*  0.22 m026 and mh* ¼ 0.6 m0 > me*.42
This indicates that electrons mainly contribute to DE signal
due to their lower mass (see Eq. (1b)).
The measured absolute value of DR allows the determination of the injected carrier density DN near the surface
DN(dobs, t). Taking the determined neh value and absolute
DR signal of 0.035 at 0.1 mJ/cm2, by Eq. (1a), we calculate
the value of DN ¼ aexI0/h ¼ 1.2  1019 cm3. It provides
absorption coefficient of aex ¼ 1.2  105 cm1 at 355 nm and
confirms the reference value of aex  1.4  105 cm1.29
C. Carrier diffusion coefficient and lifetime
temperature dependences by LITG

LITG measurements in the 80–800 K range allowed
determination of the recombination rates of free and trapped
by defects carriers, as well as the excess carrier diffusion

FIG. 4. (a) Kinetics of grating diffraction efficiency at 80 and 800 K for
7.8 lm grating periods. Straight lines indicate exponential fits which provide
excess carrier lifetime values of 170 and 100 ps. (b) DR decays at different
excitations at 300 K; the dashed curves correspond to carrier density decay
DN(t), obtained from LITG decay measurements (DN  (DE)1/2, see Eq.
(1c)).
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coefficient D. In turn, the measurements at various excitation
intensities provided dependences of sR and D on injected
carrier density DN. In Fig. 5, we present these data for various DN values, up to 5  1020 cm3. We note the sublinear
decrease of lifetime vs. excitation (with slope 0.45) and
the increase of D vs excitation (with slope 0.6).
Temperature dependences of D and lifetime values were
found useful for analysis of contributing mechanisms. The D
increase indicates filling of acceptor centers (similarly as in
SiC43) and gradual transition from monopolar diffusion to
bipolar one at reaching DN above 1019 cm3. The lifetime
decrease indicates the fast free carrier recombination becoming dominant after saturation of deep acceptor traps.
Rather short lifetimes and very low D values were
observed at T  300 K (Fig. 5(a)). The low D value is a consequence of high density of deep defects (acceptors), which efficiently scatter and capture carriers (holes) at low injections,
but after total filling of acceptors by holes at higher excitations
the D increases up to 23 cm2/s. This value corresponds to
bipolar mobility of about lb ¼ 100 6 20 cm2/V s (as derived
from Einstein relationship, D ¼ lkT/e (Ref. 44)) and the hole
mobility of lh  80 6 10 cm2/V s determined by lb ¼ 2lelh/
(le þ lh) relation,44 using determined electron Hall mobility
of le ¼ 140 cm2/V s. Similar value of hole Hall mobility
lh  90 cm2/V s in Ref. 45 was obtained at 8.3  1018 cm3 pdoping. Decrease of D with the temperature increase (Fig.
5(a)) indicates carrier scattering by acoustic and optical phonon population,46 as evidenced by the dependence of D on
temperature (D / T1.4) and the corresponding l  T2.4 dependence (for comparison, in low-compensated ZnO, the electron mobility follows l  T1.9 law34).
The excitation dependences of D may provide insight
into impact of compensating acceptor filling.43 At low excitations (DN < 1019 cm3), one type of carriers (holes) should
be efficiently captured by deep acceptors at EV þ 0.52 eV.
The threshold of sharp D increase at 1  1019 cm3 (see
Fig. 5(a) at T < 300 K) indicates compensating acceptor
concentration.43
The value is similar to the one obtained from Hall measurements. If dominant acceptors were shallow (Ea ⱗ 0.2 eV),
they would be thermally activated at T > 300 K, leading to

FIG. 5. Diffusion coefficient (a) and 1/e lifetime (b) temperature dependences at different excitation fluences (latter correspond to DN ¼ 0.55; 2.2; 9.1;
36  1019 cm3). In (b) the recombination time, determined from decay tail
for 0.85 mJ/cm2 excitation coincides with the lower excitation initial parts
(see Fig. 4(a)); fits for lifetime are provided: radiative lifetime for high excitations (dotted line): srad ¼ 0.056  T1.5 ps; nonradiative free carrier pair lifetime (dashed line): shigh ¼ 800/(1 þ 50  exp(70 meV/kT)) ps; the lower
solid line indicates total recombination rate 1/s ¼ 1/s high þ 1/srad.
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higher values of D at higher temperatures, and eventually
injection-independent D at 800 K would be observed (this
case was observed in 1018 cm3 compensated Al-doped
SiC, where Al activation energy was 180 meV (Ref. 43)).
Therefore, deep acceptors are more abundant and do not exhibit thermal activation up to 800 K as evidenced by D(T).
On the other hand, the high density of nonradiative traps
is confirmed by short 1/e lifetimes of about 200 ps at RT
(Fig. 5(b), as determined from LITG kinetics in Fig. 4). This
could indicate that carriers recombine through the 0.52 eV
acceptors, present in the sample (the closer the trap is located
to the midgap, the stronger its impact to the recombination
rate47). Thus, free electron lifetime decreased as Tc (at low
excitations, see Fig. 5(b)), with slope c  1/2, following
the dependence of thermal velocity of electrons on temperature (as sNre  1/NTrTvth, where vth  (kT)1/2 is the thermal
velocity of electrons, rT is the electrons capture cross section
to neutralised (with holes) deep acceptors of density NT).
The lifetimes in decay tails (see Fig. 5(b) at 0.85 mJ/cm2 excitation Fig. 5) coincide with the lifetime value at low excitation (see Fig. 4(a) at 0.051 mJ/cm2 Fig. 4), indicating that
the initial nonexponential decay at high carrier density is due
to excitation-dependent recombination rate. The thermal
activation of holes from the acceptor states leads to their capture to fast recombination centers close to midgap position
(e.g., VOZni clusters38). The subsequent fast electron capture
to these mid-gap states impurities will lead to fast component
of nonradiative recombination. Thus, at low excitations, the
electron lifetime was measured, while at high excitations,
the bipolar electron-hole pair lifetime.
Further analysis of sR(DN) dependence (Fig. 5(b)) indicates that excitation dependent recombination rate 1/sR in
80–300 K range reveals the impact of another recombination
mechanism relevant to bimolecular recombination (1/sR /
BN, where coefficient or radiative recombination B increases
at low temperatures, B / T1.5). The radiative lifetime vs. T
dependence was discriminated from the impact of defects
(see dashed line in Fig. 5(b)). Consequently, the B value was
calculated using a relationship 1/sR ¼ BN þ 1/snonrad, proving B ¼ 1.6  1011 cm3/s value at RT and its temperature
dependence B(T) ¼ 1.6  1011  (T/300 K)3/2 cm3/s (see
Fig. 6). The determined value of coefficient B is similar to
that in GaN (2  1011 cm3/s at RT48) and also decreases as
T1.5. This is a consequence of similar electron masses for
GaN and ZnO (me* ¼ 0.19m0 and 0.22m0, respectively). The
determined B(300 K) value provides 60 ns radiative lifetime
at 1018 cm3 carrier density, which jointly with 200 ps nonradiative lifetime provides PL efficiency of PLeff ¼ 1/srad/(1/
srad þ 1/snonrad)  0.3%, being similar to the determined
value from PL measurements at 1018 cm3 excitations
(Fig. 3). The PL efficiency may increase up to 40% at 3.4
mJ/cm2 excitation (see crossing of dotted and dashed fits of
srad and snonrad in Fig. 5(a)).
At higher temperatures, the recombination rate increased
again (see the slope at 0.8 mJ/cm2 and T > 300 K), probably
due to increased free carrier capture to nonradiative traps. In
Fig. 5(b), the high injection nonradiative lifetime activation
with temperature was fitted with relationship shigh ¼ 800/
(1 þ 50  exp(Etcb/kT)) ps, where Etcb ¼ (70 6 10) meV
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FIG. 6. Bimolecular recombination coefficient temperature dependence, calculated using low and high (0.85 mJ/cm2) excitation 1/e decay times.

can be attributed to free carrier capture barrier to nonradiative traps.47
IV. SUMMARY

Optical studies of bulk hydrothermal n-type ZnO revealed
bound exciton and deep level related transitions between donor states (at 60 and 240 meV) and deep acceptor states (at
0.52 eV above the valence band). Decrease of DLE PL emission band intensity with temperature corresponds to the deep
acceptor thermal activation energy of Ea ¼ 440 meV, being
reduced due to high unintentional doping. LITG measurements allowed determination of carrier lifetime and diffusion
coefficient dependences on injection and temperature. Low
excitation lifetime decreased with temperature as T0.5, indicating electron recombination through deep defects. Low
value of diffusion coefficient was observed at excitations
below the fixed excess carrier value, and this feature pointed
out to the presence of deep acceptors with the density of
1019 cm3, i.e., by order of magnitude larger than that of Li.
Electron and hole mobilities of 140 and 80 cm2/V s at RT
were determined, combining LITG and Hall measurements.
At high injections and T < 300 K, the bimolecular recombination was discriminated from the defect-governed recombination. The bimolecular coefficient followed 1.6  1011  (T/
300 K)3/2 cm3/s trend. At T > 300 K, nonradiative recombination prevailed and lifetime decreased with activation energy
of 70 meV, revealing the possible presence of a barrier for the
carrier capture to nonradiative traps.
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